
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 
MINUTES 

December 13, 2022 
 

Present: Bill Kennedy (Selectboard Liaison) James Kelly, Megan Suokko, Cy 
Gregg, Jerry Galus, Andy Peterson and Dewey Clark 

Also Present: Danica Melone and Laura Norton, Office of Planning and Building  

Chair Kelly called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m. with a welcome and 
introductions. 

Minutes: 

A motion was made/seconded (Kennedy/Gregg) to approve the Minutes of 
September 20, 2022 as written with all in favor.  
 

Mission and Goals: 

Ms. Suokko noted a strategic plan that had been created several years ago that 
contained metrics to set baselines as a living, breathing document. She also noted a 
phased economic development branding and marketing project involving a SWOT 
Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) by Dawn Wivell of 
Fire Brand International. It was a Hub & Spoke model identifying deliverables 
from the analysis that includes priorities, resources and a detailed action plan for 
the development of a vibrant ecosystem, critical to the health and growth of the 
town’s economy with the second phase being the execution of the action plan. “It 
got pretty much shut down with Covid” she said adding “I’d like to consider going 
back to that and branching out industry-wise as well as health and welfare, 
hospitality, non-profits and possibly a real estate component.” Other suggestions 
included housing, eco-issues, schools, special care facilities and home-based 
businesses. 

Mr. Clark asked if the members would want to adhere to the original plan or work 
with what they presently have and establish priorities from there. “There is a lot of 
good stuff in there to work with and use to come up with concrete plans” he said. 

The members briefly reviewed the social media services provided by Drum (the 
most recent being the Town Tree Lighting and the Lantern Parade) with Ms. 
Suokko noting she met with them quarterly. 
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Proposed FY 2024 TIF Budget Requests: 

Ms. Melone reported all Advisory Boards had considered and voted to approve the 
budget requests for their districts. She noted the requests included: 
 
$10,000 for staff support for the Office of Planning & Building from the South 
Peterborough TIF District 
  
$25,000  
$10,000 for the Office of Planning & Building and $15,000 drainage issues from 
the West Peterborough TIF District 
 
$100,000 
$10,000 for staff support for the Office of Planning & Building  
$5,000 for 4 bike racks 
$6,000 for 2 picnic tables  
$60,000 for landscaping at the Riverwalk Parking Lot 
$2,000 for play structures for children at the Riverwalk Parking Lot  
$8,250 for 3 trash cans in the Downtown 
From the Greater Downtown TIF District 
 
Ms. Melone added the potential for year-round portable toilets somewhere in the 
downtown noting she was working on estimates for a contract and cleaning 
schedule with no definite number yet. She also increased the original total cost of 
the funding requests by about $9,000.00 to accommodate inflation, cost of 
materials, and the cost of time and material by the Town’s DPW to install the items 
appropriately. 
 

A brief discussion about portable versus permanent toilets and their cost followed 
with portable units being the interim solution for the next fiscal year. There was 
also discussion on approval of final numbers, locations and potential use of the 
Wastewater Treatment Plant services for disposal.  

Mr. Peterson noted his disappointment in the TIFs in general. “So, we are just 
blanket approving all the things the TIFs want to do, then the Selectmen go over it, 
is that it?” he said adding “honestly we have got more requests than Carter has 
little pills at this point so I am beginning to wonder. Every benefit is paid for by 
the taxpayers” he said noted “TIF funds are segregated funds that are still public 
funds, so we have to be careful. We have maxed our TIFs up to the state limits. We 
have a lot of TIFs, just say it and here is not the place to change that but we need to 
be looking at this.”  
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When Ms. Melone noted the next agenda item was the proposed expansion and 
changes to the SPTIF and GDTIF District boundaries Mr. Peterson replied, “oh, 
you’ve got to be kidding me.”  

Chair Kelly redirected the discussion to end the budget requests discussion. 

A motion was made/seconded (Galus/Kennedy) to approve the funding requests 
from the TIF Districts as presented with a caveat of further review and spending no 
more than $20,000 on portable toilets with all in favor but Mr. Clark who abstained 
and Mr. Peterson who opposed.  

Proposed Changes to the SPITF and GDTIF Districts: 

Ms. Melone reviewed the criteria defining a TID districts (assessed value and total 
land area) and the changes to those perimeters as well as the sunsetting of the West 
Peterborough TIF District in 2024. She distributed a map showing the Greater 
Downtown TIF (GDTIF) in blue and the South Peterborough TIF District (SPTIF) 
in light pink. She noted the intention of placing the entirely of the former Mike 
Salera parcel (including a 10-acre lot in the GDTIF) into the SPTIF. She went on 
to point out additional parcels along Route 202 that would fit better into the goals 
of the SPTIF, (expressed in bright pink). 

Clearly unhappy Mr. Peterson interjected “so you are going to place all the 
assessed values of those big buildings and the land and kick it to Rivermead? “No” 
replied Ms. Melone as she went on to review the goals for the SPTIF plan that had 
been created (the Common Walkway infrastructure, trail connectivity, bike lanes 
and traffic calming measures) through extensive public outreach over the past year. 
She also noted other town-owned, site-specific goals for not-privately owned 
parcels of land in the district. Ms. Melone reiterated the total percentage of TIF 
occupation was regulate by total land area or assess values, “one or the other” she 
said with a brief discussion about TIF districts, the removal of new assessed 
evaluations off the table and into special funds and taxes followed. Mr. Peterson 
told the members, “those fund do go to create or repair bridges and walkways in 
the district but it doesn’t pay for the school, it doesn’t pay for the Police Force., it 
doesn’t pay to plow the roads, it doesn’t pay for the water and sewer plant, it 
doesn’t pay salaries for town staff and it doesn’t build the tax base. He noted a 
personal thought that the SPTIF was rushed not to before the expansion of a new 
campus at Rivermead “so their monies could go to help them build a better bridge 
over there.” He told the members he had nothing against Rivermead “but it takes 
two million dollars in the bank to go to Rivermead.” A discussion about the 
sunsetting and the opportunities to extend TIFs followed. Mr. Peterson noted “they 
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have a 10-year role to serve the purpose of bringing an infrastructure to a business 
region to make it thrive and grow and then you make a decision on whether or not 
to do it again (but) I think you have to be careful about overdoing it.” Mr. Peterson 
pointed out major improvements and beautification in both the West Peterborough 
and Downtown areas from the TIFs “I am not against TIF, but I think it is alright to 
let them serve their purpose and then expire. I think we have to be very careful and 
particularly so in increasing the South Peterborough District.” 

Mr. Kennedy suggested the members review the TOF plans noting “these 
expansions are not included in the plans, but it is all in support of building the 
infrastructure of communities in town and if we were to do this out of the general 
fund…” “It would never pass; it would not ever go anywhere” interjected Mr. 
Clark. “Right” replied Mr. Kennedy adding “we have three bridges in the South 
Peterborough TIF that need to be repaired.” Ms.  Melone added “with one holding 
a water main.” Mr. Peterson noted the point was taking the decisions away from 
the community to do these large infrastructure projects and put it the hands of the 
private board that holds back tax money in order to do them, then you don’t have 
the community able to have control you he, the community does not have control 
over its finances.” He concluded by noting he thought the town has been very 
forthcoming in voting for projects that needed to be voted for in a general fashion. 
“This is case, we already have a big TIF that is producing a lot of new revenue, so 
the question is are we going to expand it to a new multimillion-dollar development 
of previous cited projects. Ms. Galus interjected “the legislature (Town meeting 
Vote) will have to approve it.” Ms.  Melone agreed and reviewed the process after 
an EDA recommendation which included a presentation to the Selectboard, a 
public hearing and town meeting vote. 

As a member of the Greater Downtown TIF Mr. Gregg noted the importance of 
wants versus needs adding “bridges are needs but trash bins, picnic tables and bike 
racks?” He told the members, “the GDTIF has hundreds of thousands of dollars 
that is growing every year and while being in the District, I have benefitted by 
some of the purchases in the area but I think there needs to be greater input. I think 
what Andy is getting at here is that if you have a bridge that needs to be repaired or 
replaced and the money comes out of the TIF, that is a need. It has to be done 
regardless (but) when we talk about spending money on trash bins and picnic 
tables, it that really a need? It can be argued either way but in the end, there is no 
input from the Selectboard saying they feel this is a need and we should approve it. 
As members of the TIF Advisory Board we would hear requests and say yeah, that 
sounds like a great idea and approve things.” 
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Mr. Clark asked about any sort of cost analysis of (say) a bridge repair, the direct 
costs to the town versus the revenue loss with Ms. Melone interjecting “yes there is 
one and I would add each plan includes wants and needs based on a significant 
amount of outreach to the people in those areas. Ms. Melone noted, for instance in 
the Downtown area parking was identified as a dire need while beautification of 
the lower Main Street Bridge and Centertown area was not identified as a critical 
need but a want or desire of what the community would like to spend TIF funds 
on.” 

The discussion that followed included the calculation on the total value of the 
town, tax revenues collected, the impact of the school district, strict oversight of 
TIFs and the overall need to be educated with the TIF Districts in general. 

Mr. Peterson again questioned expansion of the SPTIF noting the original idea of a 
TIF was to draw business into and invest in the infrastructure of a particular area 
“and ten years later it goes back on the tax roll, all is well and everybody wins, that 
is the original intent of the TIFs” he said adding “but there is an argument made to 
the public with these TIFS that at the end of the day a dollar is not a dollar and 
frankly I don’t accept it. We have a certain amount of assessed evaluation of the 
town that raises a certain amount of dollars, and you can call it a pickle or a pear 
but it is the same thing and everybody else except for the shaded areas on the 
graphic are paying for the school budget.” He noted the former Salera property was 
in current use had been bought and a big manufacturing facility is scheduled to be 
built so you are talking about a lot of value that would have an impact on the tax 
rate.” 

Mr. Kennedy interjected that perhaps they had put the cart before the horse and 
needed greater discussion as to what they wanted to do with the plan and then 
make decisions. “Well, we know there are three bridges and trail connectivity 
plans” interjected Ms. Suokko. When asked about revising the TIF Plan Ms. 
Melone reminded the members that the plan would not have to be revised. She 
noted the goal of the TIF is to promote the goals along the Route 202 corridor 
leaving opportunity to expand “which is what happened with the Greater 
Downtown TIF at one point.” 

In an effort to resolve the discussion Chair Kelly asked Ms. Melone what the next 
step should be. Ms. Melone replied, “I would be looking for a recommendation to 
move this forward by expanding the South Peterborough TIF and amending the 
Greater Downtown TIF.” She then reiterated the TIF plan promotes the goals 
established along the Route 202 corridor and offers opportunities to expand. Chair 
Kelly interjected he thought additional discussion was necessary before a 
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recommendation could be made. The members agreed to a date and time certain of 
January 10, 2023 at 11:00 a.m. at the Town Library to meet and discuss the South 
Peterborough TIF Plan and infrastructure improvements to the district. 

Appointment to Affordable Housing Subcommittee: 

A motion was made/seconded (Kelly/Galus) to appoint Bonnie Tucker to the 
Affordable Housing Subcommittee of the EDA with all in favor.  

Appointment Renewals: 

A motion was made/seconded (Kennedy/Kelly) to renew the appointments of Peter 
LaRoche and Jerry Galus to the South Peterborough TIF Advisory Board with all 
in favor. 

A motion was made/seconded (Kennedy/Clark) to appoint Ivy Vann and Andrew 
Dunbar to the Greater Downtown TIF District Advisory Board with all in favor.  

Before adjourning Mr. Peterson had a few questions about the map they had been 
provided and Mr. Galus requested a Google map with identified properties 
(Agway, SDE, NHBB etc.) for a better understanding for the discussion on January 
10th. “That would be helpful to actually see the buildings” he said. “And so all 
these businesses are for it?” asked Ms. Suokko with Ms. Melone replying “yes, 
The SPTIF Advisory Board is proposing the expansion but many of the business 
owners I have talked to are for it because it gives them a seat at the table and the 
ability to advocate how the money is spent on further infrastructure projects.” Mr. 
Peterson interjected “yes, they get a private committee of their own, it is private” 
with Ms. Melone replying, “it is public.” Mr. Peterson agreed by saying “yes, but 
only for that area, it is volcanized.” Mr. Galus reiterated the process that after an 
Advisory Committee decision is recommended it is presented to the EDA, the 
Selectboard, the public (via public hearings) and finally Town Meeting vote. He 
also added “the door is open to anybody with suggestions for improvements.” Mr. 
Gregg noted that from his experience over the years that very few in anyone from 
outside the district shows up at the advisory board meetings. An idea could be 
nixed moving up to EDA and Selectboard but the likelihood of that is pretty slim.” 
Mr. Peterson noted that his problem was that funds just sit in the TIFs, and the 
balance goes up and up and up and then they say “well we got all that money so we 
might as well do something with it. It is a funnel and a clear pathway to spend 
millions and millions of taxpayer dollars regardless of the families struggling gto 
pay their tax bills, and that I care about and will continue to because people are 
having trouble paying their taxes in our very lovely community here.     
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Ms. Suokko noted the district was quite commercial with little residential other 
than Rivermead. Ms. Melone noted the potential for residential use but currently 
Ms. Suokko was correct.  

Chari Kelly interjected “one thing the Housing Committee is doing is interviewing 
employers like Rivermead about their view on housing and we’ll have those 
responses the next month or so and likely before our next regular meeting.” 

Other Business: 

Ms. Suokko suggested the adopt an attendance policy where if a member misses 
three meetings in a row they are dismissed. “That or change the day and time of 
our meetings” she said. 

A motion was made/seconded (Suokko/Peterson) to establish an attendance policy 
with all in favor. 

Next Meeting:  

January 10, 2023 11:00 a.m. at the Peterborough Town Library to specifically 
discuss the TIF Districts. 

The meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted,  

Laura Norton 
Office of Planning & Building 
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